GUARDING

A NEW

APPROACH

SOLUTIONS

TO

MONITORING

Webeye combines leading CCTV and alarm systems
with unique cloud technology to deliver 24/7
monitoring solutions to aid staff safety, improve
response times and increase profitability

Webeye Guarding
Solutions
The common misconception of technology to enhance security is to
install CCTV and to let guards just sit behind a screen or trawl through
footage to gather evidence. The adoption of Webeye’s responsive cloud
technology gives you the power to take control of all your security
monitoring which frees-up guards to become reactive to alarm events.
Features and options to take the hassle out of
monitoring guards

LIVE STREAMING
The app allows you
to see an incident
as it happens on
your own mobile

DASHBOARD
The browser
function allows
you to organise
and monitor all
your security

SOS
FULL AUDIT
The optional SOS app
Never miss an
turns the guard’s
alarm notification
smartphone into a
again with Webeye’s
fully functional
comprehensive
personal safety device
audit trail

Intelligent functionality designed so you can
maximise your resources
N
 o overheads and improved auditing
T
 akes charge of your alarm traffic so you can easily manage all your security
 eliable and secure cloud platform that is simple to operate
R
 atented escalation process to make sure you always receive alarms
P
Only use alarm products proven to work in demanding environments
 o expensive outlay or additional infrastructure required to operate
N

See an immediate improvement in efficiency.
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All you need is a Webeye approved alarm system/CCTV,
and your own smart device or computer

1. Install a Webeye approved CCTV or Visual Verification Alarm system on
site which acts as your remote eyes and ears. Webeye works with leading
brands that are proven to work in harsh environments and deliver dependable
alarm notifications and video clips via webeyeCMS if an alarm is triggered .
2. webeyeCMS is the unique feature in all Webeye Guarding Solutions.
It is a pay-as-you-go cloud service that uses patented and fail-safe methods
to make sure you receive alarm notifications and is robust enough to become
your virtual monitoring station. The reason we can keep costs to a minimum
is we've automated monitoring station processes such as handling, distributing
and notifying all stakeholders of alarms. It is an intelligent system that has
the power to handle all your alarm traffic whatever the size of your business.
3. Webeye sends all alarm notifications and video clips to stakeholders
own computer or smart device meaning no additional outlay is required
on bespoke infrastructure. Because you receive the information directly it
empowers you to take control of your own security and efficiently manage
and respond to events.
4. For a small additional charge, alarms can be escalated to a Webeye
Approved Monitoring Station. For example, this is a particularly useful
feature if you find all your guards are responding to other events and you
need the reassurance someone is taking appropriate action such as calling
the police. It is a more cost-effective service than employing a full time
ARC / CMS because you decide at which point in the process you need to
automatically escalate to a manned station.

Using technology to
deliver simple solutions
to complex challenges
Webeye is meeting the challenges faced by modern
guarding and security companies for increased efficiency
and accountability. Webeye’s low-cost solutions for
guarding increase operating capacity, improve safety and
drive down costs.

Webeye have devised solutions that can interact at
various points of your operating process to generate
maximum efficiency.

1. Webeye automated monitoring 24/7 allowing police response
A cost-effective solution where you use a Webeye enabled CCTV or
battery powered alarm system to act as a virtual guard to monitor
a site. If it detects an intrusion the system will trigger an alert
sent to webeyeCMS (Webeye’s automated cloud alarm platform)
which will process and deliver a fail-safe notification and video clip
immediately to all stakeholders where they can take appropriate
action such as calling the police.

2. Use your guards as a reactive force to respond to intrusions
Use Webeye as a force multiplyer to turn your existing guards into
a reactive team. If an intrusion is detected a notification is sent
immediately to all available guards where the nearest team can
respond quickly and take appropriate action which might mean
calling for police back-up.

3. Webeye automated monitoring 24/7 with Monitoring Station back-up
If you or your guards are unable to respond for any reason the alarm
notification can be escalated to a Webeye Approved Monitoring
Station. This incures a small additional charge but offers the
reassurance someone is responding to intrusions and taking
appropriate action. It is still more cost effective than using a full time
Monitoring Station and arguably safer and more efficient.

Just a small monthly charge
can have a massive impact
on reducing your overheads
Case Study example
Abandoned 50 acre construction site with 5 buildings where a
concern for safety and copper theft were identified as the main treat.
Protected by a static guarding team spending 226 hours per week.
Action taken
Unsustainable both operationally and financially so 40 cameras
were installed around the site which trigger on intrusion allowing the
guards to react to situations which reduced the guarding time to just
40 hours per week.
Outcome
Time reduced by 186 hours per week!

82% Saving

webeyeCMS does all the hard work so you don’t have too!
webeyeCMS works in much the same way as a monitoring station but uses
industry leading automation to call and alert you directly, so it is you who can
identity if it really is an intruder. The system records and notes all action and
will keep trying until you acknowledge the call.
Alerts and video
webeyeCMS sends a notification / short video clip of any intrusion
directly to your own smart phone or browser. You are not even limited
to the number of colleagues you wish to receive alerts.
The world’s fastest response
Speed is of the essence to catch the criminal. If an alarm is triggered,
an alert takes just seconds to reach your device.
Powerful management tool
webeyeCMS is an hierarchy system that can perform a useful
management function. For example, all information about your
security ‘estate’ can be organized into an simple to view dashboard
Cloud storage
All events are stored and video events can be viewed for 2 years or up
to 6 years if required.
Full monitoring 24/7, 365 days a year
We’ve fully automated the alarm receipt, alarm handling and
alerting process - tasks traditionally done by a monitoring station.
We’re inherently more efficient and reliable because we’re not limited
by human alarm operator capabilities or errors.
Full audit trail
webeyeCMS keeps a record of any alarm activity and you can easily
view your alarm history. The browser version not only tells you when
an alarm was sent but also who viewed it.
100%

100% reliability**
Large multi-national companies are now reaping the benefits and
enjoying the efficiencies of using webeyeCMS. Testament to the
durability of the system.

*Progressive Alarm Delivery A
 nd Alarm Response Confirmation. * * To date of publication 2019.

Add webeyeSOS and track me - Options for improved
personal safety and reassurance for field staff

webeyesos

track me

Just download the app to the
users own smart phone. If the
user feels threatened or unsure
they simply press or shake for
help - this triggers an alarm which
is sent to any number of enabled
smart devices which then tracks
and monitors their whereabouts.

With webeyeSOS track me
you’ll never be left guessing the
whereabouts of staff. The track
me app is downloaded to the
worker’s phone which is activated
when they reach the site so their
location and movement can be
tracked via the Webeye browser.
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